In this paper we present a novel instance segmentation algorithm that extends a fully convolutional network to learn to label objects separately without prediction of regions of interest. We trained the new algorithm on a challenging CCTV recording of beef cattle, as well as benchmark MS COCO and Pascal VOC datasets. Extensive experimentation showed that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art solutions by up to 8% on our data.
Introduction
Recently deep convolutional neural networks have made strong contribution in a number of areas in computer vision. In particular, three areas have seen progress: object detection, class (semantic) segmentation and instance segmentation (mask representation). Object detection algorithms, such as [4, 5, 15] , generate bounding box proposals for every object in the image and classify these proposals. Class (semantic) segmentation algorithms delineate classes of objects at a pixelwise level without making a distinction between two objects belonging to the same class [14, 20] . Instance segmentation algorithms find a mask representation for every object in the image. Most mask segmentation algorithms, such as [1, 8, 11] , use a three-stage approach: (a) identify promising regions (bounding box around the object) using a region proposal network (RPN), (b) predict the object class, and (c) extract its mask (often using a fully convolutional network). Recent results on benchmark datasets show the viability of this approach, and currently it is considered to be the state-of-the-art method for extraction of mask representations. The well-regarded Mask R-CNN model uses an RPN to predict bounding box coordinates for the objects in the image and their score, then refines these predictions using a Region of Interest Align (RoI Align) tool, extracts a mask and predicts the class of the object, [8] . Currently, Mask R-CNN is the publicly available model c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
with the highest reported overall mean average precision on MS COCO 2017 dataset.
Another approach to instance segmentation that has seen growing interest in the past years is instance embedding, which does not make use of bounding boxes or regional prediction at all. Instead, discriminative loss function, like the ones in [2, 10] uses feature clustering to locate the centers of instances.
We introduce a new framework that uses the output of the fully convolutional network, [14] and the ground truth mask to refine the mask representation of animals in images without bounding box prediction. Our approach is conceptually simple and does not make use of bounding boxes or RPNs, yet manages to achieve results that compare favourably with all state-of-the-art networks. We show the strength of our approach on Pascal VOC, MS COCO datasets and on a specialized dataset we built from a raw video. The framework, MaskSplitter, learns to output three different types of mask representations: two bad and one good. A good mask representation the one which overlaps with exactly one animal, a bad mask representation of the first type overlaps with two or more animals, and a bad mask representation of the second type occurs when multiple predicted masks overlap with a single animal. The framework consists of the algorithm that determines the type of the mask representations and the number of true objects (cows) that they predict; pixelwise sigmoid and Euclidean loss functions; and a set of convolutional and fully connected layers, one for every type of prediction. The overhead of the network on top of FCN8s is very small, ∼187000 parameters.
This work is a step towards real-time animal monitoring in farming environments that have different applications, such as early lameness detection, animal welfare improvement and reduction of cattle maintenance costs. For examples of other recent applications of deep learning in animal husbandry and agriculture see, e.g. [6, 18] . The rest of the article is structured in the following way: Section 2 introduces the dataset we created from the video feed at the cattle facility, as well as MS COCO and PASCAL VOC datasets, Section 3 introduces the MaskSplitter algorithm and the network architecture in which it is embedded, Section 4 presents all experimental results, for FCN + MaskSplitter, as well as Mask R-CNN, section 5 concludes.
Datasets
Pascal VOC 2012 ( [3] ) and MS COCO 2017 ( [12] ) are two benchmark datasets that are widely used in the Computer Visions community. As we are developing a cattle segmenter, we are interested in cow images in these datasets. There is a total of 1986 images with cows in the MS COCO training set and 87 in the validation set. In Pascal VOC training set there are 64 images with cows and in the validation set there are 71 images. In the training stage we only used MS COCO images. Testing was done both on Pascal VOC and MS COCO datasets. The CCTV raw videos that were recorded at a winter finishing feedlot for beef heifers over a two-week period on video cameras pointing at a fixed angle towards enclosures with 10 heifers each, a total of 24 pens were included in the study ([9] ). One of the cattle pens was selected for dataset construction. This video sequence is challenging for a number of reasons, each of which poses a particular challenge to segmenter:
1. The objects The animals change position frequently and assume different postures when standing up and lying down. Unlike static objects, e.g. TV sets or buildings, their shape changes significantly when an animal moves around, lies down, eats, walks and grooms itself or other pen mates. Hence the network needs to have a much higher generalization capacity.
2. Similarity between objects: it is often difficult (or in fact impossible) to distinguish between two particular animals due to the same coat, color and absense of other distinct physical markings. In the case of partial occlusion, it is nearly impossible even for a human eye to tell one from another.
3. Occlusion: animals were allotted to 24 individual pens, each containing 10 heifers, located in the same housing facility. CCTV cameras were positioned over each pen. The pens were evenly distributed in three separate rows, throughout the house. To achieve the respective space allowances, the dimensions of the pens were 4.50 m × 6.66 m (30 m2) for treatment 1, 9.0 m × 5.0 m (45 m2) for treatment 2 and 9.0 m × 6.66 m (60 m2) for treatments 3 and 4. The feed face length was the same (4.5 m) for all pens. As a result of this setup, the view of animals from the cameras suffers from a great degree of partial occlusion.
Lighting:
The house had both artificial and natural lighting through vents positioned in the overhead roof. Overall it is rather dark, but there are gaps in the ceiling which allow light through; this is a standard feature of animal housing design. This type of lighting poses a challenge to machine learning algorithms, as they can erroneously learn that these patches or shadows are animals' features.
5.
Background: the background (enclosure boundaries) in the video is dark and/or noisy and often cannot be distinguished from the segmented object, because heifers have a color pattern (dark/light brown or grey/white) similar to the background. In many cases the segmented animal instance nearly blends with the background making it a challenge to be detected even by the most advanced algorithms.
Considering the substantial challenges, in [19] we developed a separate naive segmentation algorithm that extracts images and ground truth from frames in the video. The algorithm is presented as a flowchart in Figure 1 . The dataset constructed from this raw video data consists of about 500 frames extracted from one of the feedlots, each frame was cropped to size 250x250 around every animal in the frame and split randomly into the training and validation datasets, of size 4872 and 984. To show that this data is very unique, we tested the state-of-the art networks (Table 3) on the validation set. Results for all thresholds of IoU are far lower than those for the benchmark sets. The selected size of the crops, 250x250 was solely due to the restrictions of VRAM for training of the models. Deployment/testing of the models can be done with image input of any size, and is very fast, including the results in Figures 3 and 4 .
Networks
Although deeper networks like ResNet101, introduced in [7] , have the capacity to learn more features, FCN, based on VGG16 [17] , has a very convenient architecture that upsamples semantic features to the size of the input image, in effect producing image-sized score maps, adjusted for the number of classes. Therefore in all of our experiments we use FCN8s [14] , Figure 1 : Flowchart of the dataset construction and naive segmentation pipeline. RCF is Richer Convolutional Features CNN from [13] , ISODATA is a threshold function from [16] the most refined of FCN architectures (others being FCN-16s and FCN-32s) as a backbone network (feature and score map extractor). The output of FCN8s consists of two score maps (object and background score maps) that have the same dimensionality as the input image and accumulate pixelwise information about the corresponding class (i.e. either animal or background). If we take a pixel-wise argmax value of the score map layer, this results in a binary output mask with pixels valued at either 0 (background) or 1 (object), depending on the greater score. Each isolated group of pixels in the mask equal to 1 constitutes a prediction (mask representation) of the animal's instance. This binary mask is the main output of the FCN. Our framework is a refinement of this predictive mask that attempts to recover the representation of every animal.
The main concept of MaskSplitter is to separate the learning of three types of predictions: one good prediction, and two bad predictions. All representations are taken from the FCN8s final binarized score map. Good masks overlaps with exactly one animal in the ground truth map. In case a mask overlaps with two or more cows or two or more masks overlap with one cow, these are identified as bad masks, resp. Type 1 and Type 2. All other masks (i.e. without any overlaps) are ignored. The first step of MaskSplitter is the computation of the IoU matrix with the number of rows equal to the number of predicted masks and the number of columns to the number of true masks/cows. If there is a unique overlap of a predicted mask with a cow, this predicted mask is added to the list of good masks. If this overlap is not unique, all predicted masks are added to the list of bad masks Type 2. If a predicted mask overlaps with two or more cows, it is added to the list of bad masks Type 1. As a result, the algorithm has 6 outputs: 3 values (number of good predictions, number of bad predictions Overall structure of the framework A unified score map is connected to the two final score maps of FCN8s with a 3x3 convolutional filter. In order to learn the three types of predictions independently, we connect three different score maps to this unified score map, one for each type, also with a 3x3 filter. We use this approach instead of a convolutional layer with 3 maps because the loss functions for each type of prediction are computed independently. To maintain spatial features and add, we take a pixelwise product of these three score maps with the split masks. The output is a sparse layer. This approach resembles a rectified linear unit, but empirically we found it to be more efficient. Each of the sparse layers is fully connected to a single unit. This architecture is designed to get the framework Figure 2 : MaskSplitter framework architecture. FCN denotes the Fully Convolutional Network, L2 is Euclidean loss layer. The 'bad' prediction for two animals in the binary mask is marked green, as well as the corresponding two animals in the ground truth mask. Mask Splitter has six outputs in total: for each type of prediction it outputs one full-image mask with predictions of this types, extracting it from the binary mask and one number, extracting it from the ground truth map based on the overlaps between predictions and true objects. Best viewed in color.
to learn to output the number of each type of predictions and compare it to the true number of predicted animals.
Loss layers These three units are compared to the true number of predicted animals using a Euclidean (L2) loss function. The fourth loss function is pixelwise sigmoid that takes the full ground truth mask and the score map for good predictions. The loss function of the full network is Equation 1.
here L gs is a pixelwise cross-entropy loss taken over a sigmoid of the score map of the good predictions, the rest are Euclidean loss functions: L good is for predicted number of good masks and true number (i.e. all animals), L badcows is for one mask representation overlapping with 2 or more animals and L bad preds is for two or more mask representation overlapping with a single animal. Although losses of two types are used to compute the network's overall loss (Euclidean and Cross-Entropy), we do not normalize them by multiplying one of them by a coefficient determined using cross-validation. Although this practice is standard for many applications in deep learning literature, instance segmentation frameworks, such as [1, 8] , do not use this approach.
Pseudocode for the main MaskSplitter logic is presented in Algorithm 1 and the flowchart in Figure 2 . 
Results
For experiments on benchmark datasets, we extracted 1986 images with cows from MS COCO 2017 training dataset and augmented them with 800 images of persons, sheep, horses and dogs to provide the networks with a variety of negatively labelled data. We trained the FCN8s + MaskSplitter algorithm on this combined dataset and tested them on MS COCO 2017 and Pascal VOC 2012 validation dataset.
All models were trained with the Adam (Adaptive moment estimation) optimizer with standard parameters: β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, ε = 10 −8 for 20000 iterations, base learning rate of 0.00001 on a Tesla K40m GPU with 12 GB of VRAM. Since the network is very large (∼137M parameters), we used a minibatch size 4; each iteration (feedforward + backpropagation) during training took 1.26 sec/iteration. As the testing procedure is identical to the use of FCN (with fewer score maps, 2 instead of 21), the network required only 90 ms/image (i.e. 11 images/sec) to analyze a single image. The output of our network is a binarized mask for good predictions with the same size as the input image. Images in the MS COCO training set were cropped to 250x250 for consistency. All images in the validation set retained their dimensions. When testing on the MS COCO and Pascal VOC validation dataset, we applied the pre-trained MNC, Mask R-CNN and FCIS models as publicly available, including their configuration parameters (anchor ratios and scales, batch size, non-maximum suppression thresholds, etc). For comparison on benchmark datasets, we only trained our network with MaskSplitter module. Mask R-CNN, FCIS and MNC were tested out-of-the-box without any Backbone Network AP@0.5 AP@0.7 AP@0. Table 4 : Results on our test dataset (after finetuning) additional finetuning. This is due to the fact that these models have been extensively trained on benchmark datasets (e.g. Mask R-CNN for 160K iterations). To compare on our dataset, only Mask R-CNN, as the state-of-the-art model, was finetuned alongside our model, and these results are reported in Table 4 below.
Pascal VOC 2012 dataset
Pascal VOC 2012 validation dataset contains 71 images of cows. Comparison of frameworks is presented in Table 1 . Although our network is conceptually simpler than Mask R-CNN, MNC or FCIS, and uses a shallow FCN8s model instead of ResNet with 101 layers, outperforms the state-of-the-art Mask R-CNN by more than 3 percentage points.
MS COCO 2017 dataset
MS COCO is a far more diverse dataset, in terms of the number, scale, distance and angle of the objects in images. Since both Mask R-CNN and FCIS were trained with ResNet101 as the backbone network, much of the gap between our results and theirs can be explained by ResNet's depth rather than specific strengths of Mask R-CNN and FCIS architecture. Currently fully convolutional versions of ResNet are not available, but we plan to adapt it to our architecture in the future.
Our Dataset
Before finetuning Mask R-CNN to our data, we tested Mask R-CNN, FCIS and MNC on our test set. Results in Table 3 demonstrate that even the most advanced networks do not get good predictions due to the vast difference between the benchmark datasets and our data (see Section 2). None of the networks generalized successfully to the CCTV data. Although Mask R-CNN performed slightly worse than FCIS, it showed greater capacity on other datasets, so we chose this network to finetune on our data. ResNet101-FPN (feature pyramid network) weights pre-trained on MS COCO (https://github.com/matterport/ Mask_RCNN/releases, v1.0 from 23/10/2017) were selected as the baseline model, with the starting learning rate of 0.0002 and max/min image size 256x256 (as this is the closest to the 250x250 training images) for 20000 iterations. As the max/min image size was reduced, the maximal RPN anchor scale was also reduced to 256 and the number of train regions of interest (RoIs) to 32. Other configuration parameters were kept the same. To determine the ability of Mask R-CNN to generalize to new problems, we finetuned both the full network and only four layers that are problem-specific. Also, we finetuned the FCN8s model that does not have the capacity to separate objects. This serves as a baseline for all other models. Results of finetuning are presented in Table 4 : FCN8s with the MaskSplitter framework confidently outperforms both Mask R-CNN models (heads-only and full): mAP is more than 8% higher and AP@0.5 IoU is more than 2.5% higher than the best Mask R-CNN model. This demonstrates the framework's ability to perform well on object-vs-background problems without the RPN and RoI frameworks.
The shortcoming of this part of our work was that we were able to train and test only on animals from a single feedlot, which is mainly due to the limitations of the dataset construction pipeline in [19] that fails to capture a lot of features. This is to be rectified in future publications. Another logical extension for working with video-related data that we intend to pursue is adding a temporal, i.e. a recurrent component to the network that is likely to improve the efficiency of the model on homogeneous data.
Conclusions
In this article we presented a conceptually simple but efficient framework that we called MaskSplitter for extracting and refining mask representation of cows, both in benchmark datasets and a challenging dataset obtained from a raw video taken at a cattle finishing facility. The framework uses both the binary mask output of the last FCN8s layer and the ground truth mask to extract information such as the number of overlaps between predicted mask representations and true objects. Without tricks like ensemble networks, image flipping and image rotation, our network performs well compared with all state-of-the-art instance segmentation solutions. This approach is easily generalizable to other backbone networks that produce image-sized score maps and other image-vs-background problems (e.g tumor detection). Other possible improvements that we intend to pursue include learning each mask prediction separately, i.e. having a map for every mask; this will allow prediction of fully separated objects and overlaps between masks.
